

### Students should show more respect toward their peers

Go ahead and laugh. Sometimes it's nice to be able to laugh at ourselves in a harmless kind of way. When you do, the City Council drinks to your health. And I'm not just saying that to try to get your attendance. A City cop pulls you over on Baltimore Street but still provides his community service. It's true, many of the things happening in this world today will not be the same in three years. Those of you who don't have your party package arriving in the mail will wonder what happened. You know your hardest times are probably the university semester's because you didn't have to keep up that first-year attitude. I am sure that you would love to say that you are a better all-around thinker, but the truth is that the college student body makes a tenth-grade student look brilliant. You are not alone. Everyone feels exactly the same way. I have heard that there are some of you that are just completely different. It is not true; they are not all like that. You are just as happy as the next person. You are not a fool, and you are not a genius. You are a normal human being.

### Around the Quad

This week's question: "What campus issue would you like the Department of Government to examine?"

I think continuing to look at how students can receive scholarships is an important issue.

### Asscess' problems directly stem from pursuit of unattainable beauty

The very same companies demand — for the season. Another very highly anticipated yet overly abused privilege is the costume. I'm sure we've all seen the "Crying Baby" costume. Now, I would be lying if I were to say that the only time you see a person wearing this costume is on October 31. It's not unusual for someone to be seen wearing this costume in public or even in class. The thought of someone wearing this costume in public is enough to make me laugh.

### Halloween intrigue

Halloween is a sexy out of the 50's type of party. It is all about being free and creative. The fun is in the dressing up, not in theógling. I am sure we've all seen the "Crying Baby" costume. Now, I would be lying if I were to say that the only time you see a person wearing this costume is on October 31. It's not unusual for someone to be seen wearing this costume in public or even in class. The thought of someone wearing this costume in public is enough to make me laugh.